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CARIBBEAN LUXURY
ADVENTURE

 

A luxury day-trip experience by seaplane for a tour of the world

famous invitation-only Centro de Conservación o Rescate y

Zoológico del Istmo located in Linton Bay. The tour is followed by a

gourmet lunch with fine wines, then you can relax poolside or

continue to explore the local area.

The facility is ranked in the top three of the world for tropical and

exotic birds breeding centers. The private facility houses 500

species of animals and 3,000 animals at any one time. The Wildlife

Rescue Center component has the unique know-how to rehabilitate

Panama's endangered and at-risk species and birds. A unique and

authentic experience that provides visitors with a new perspective

on wildlife conservation. 

The tour is followed by an opportunity to relax and enjoy a fine

lunch with matched wines and spirits. Some guests may decide to

continue the conversations with your hosts and enjoy the view,

others may elect to continue the day with activities exploring the

surrounding area or snorkeling. The choice is yours.

As the day winds up, we depart by your seaplane and you are back

in Panama City in under 20 minutes. 

P R I V A T E  T O U R  -  G O U R M E T  L U N C H

EXCLUSIVE CURATED DAY
TRIP

DETAILS:

AN ELEVAIR TOURS EXPERIENCE

Total Tour Time: 6 hours
Includes: Luxury seaplane charter, tour
of the world-ranked private
conservation and wildlife rescue
center, gourmet lunch with fine wines,
afternoon activities relaxing by the
pool, kayaking or exploreing the
mangroves. 
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The Isthmus Zoo, which is not open to the

public, was founded in 1999 by the

successful Peruvian-Panamanian

businessman Jacobo Lacs, a self-taught

ornithologist expert whose expertise and

passion sustains this incredible sanctuary,

home to more than 500 different species of

birds.

Touring the facility is an enriching

experience. The highlight is always the large

enclosed aviary structures where numerous

birds of different species coexist surrounded

by plants, shrubs and other animals. Here

you can see one of the largest collections of

different varieties of toucans, many which

were raised in the facility.

The zoo has also achieved the reproduction

of several species of jaguars, ocelots,

panthers, foxes, dingoes and multiple

species of monkeys. Resting on a slope,

there is an area destined to the preservation

of frogs, many of them in the process of

disappearing and that Jacobo also

reproduces. A perfectly good harpy eagle

that had been the victim of hunters hovers in

a large cage.

About 20 employees and the support of a

veterinarian are necessary to ensure that all

these animals can live in conditions, well fed

and in good health.  

CENTRO DE CONSERVACIÓN O RESCATE Y
ZOOLÓGICO DEL ISTMO
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